
Performance Specifications

PRODUCT CODE EV15 EV22 EV30
TOTAL SOLAR ENERGY REJECTED % 78 73 67

VISIBLE GLARE REDUCTION % 86 80 74

ULTRAVIOLET PROTECTION % 99 99 99

INFRARED HEAT BLOCK % @ 1025NM 90 82 74

Product performance data based on window film to 3mm (1/8”) glass.  
Values are representative of typical production runs and are subject to 
normal manufacturing tolerances within industry standards.

Features 
  Innovative multi-layer optical film technology
  External alloy finish for maximum heat reflection
  Provides a uniform look with high daytime privacy 
  Low solar absorbing film, reduces radiant heat gain
  Proprietary low-sheen, ‘cool neutral’ internal layer
  Enhances scenic views with superb visual clarity
  Mitigates annoying glare without appearing dark
  Extreme solar heat rejection, up to 78% TSER

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL GLASS WINDOW FILM

Australia’s energy-wise Australia’s energy-wise 
window film solutionwindow film solution

Lifetime Residential or  
12 Year Commercial Warranty
You’re 100% protected Australia wide!
Enjoy absolute peace of mind, 
knowing that your UltraGard 
Window Film is guaranteed  
for as long as you own  
your home – against peeling, 
bubbling, cracking, changing 
colour or loss of performance 
in any measurable way.
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UltraGard EcoView Window Film is an Australian designed 
eco-friendly product. Delivering privacy, UV ray protection 
and energy efficiency by lowering yearly energy costs. 
EcoView improves comfort by reducing the sun’s heat, 
controlling glare with minimal impact on natural light and 
stabilising room temperature in both summer and winter.

EcoView – an energy-wise solution for your windows.

Benefits 
  Helps lower yearly energy costs
  Compatible with dual pane windows
  Improves tinted glass performance
  Safer option for sensitive glazing
  Protects against harmful UV rays
  Reduces fading of internal furnishings
  Crystal clear, distortion free adhesive
  Makes glass more shatter resistant
  Scratch resistant and easy to clean
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